Amended and Restated; February 24, 2010

TEXAS PACIFIC LAND TRUST
CODE OF CONDUCT AND ETHICS
INTRODUCTION
"The Trust and each of its Trustees, officers and employees will comply with
all laws that apply to the Trust, its personnel and its and their activities, both
in letter and spirit, will adhere to the highest standards of ethical conduct and
will avoid even the appearance of improper conduct. "

This fundamental principle applies to and must be observed by Texas Pacific Land Trust
(the "Trust") and the Trustees, officers and employees (including all senior or management
personnel and all financial personnel) of the Trust (collectively, our "personnel," "we," "us" and
similar words). This fundamental principle governs all of our activities. Ethical conduct and
business success are inseparable, and no important business objective can be achieved without
following this fundamental principle. This Code is intended to help implement this fundamental
principle and enable better ethical decision making.
If a law (which term includes governmental, regulatory and judicial regulations , rules and
orders) conflicts with this Code or Trust policies or procedures, you must of course comply with
the law. If a local custom or practice conflicts with this Code or Trust policies or procedures,
however, you must comply with this Code and Trust policies and procedures. Regardless of
whether a situation is covered by the law, this Code or a Trust policy or procedure, you must at
all times conduct yourself in accordance with the fundamental principle set forth above.
If you have a question or need an interpretation of this Code or Trust policies or
procedures or if you are in doubt as to the best course of action in a particular situation, ask for
help. In addition, if you believe that the current or likely future conduct of any other Trustee,
officer or employee or any Trust agent, representative or consultant violates or could reasonably
be expected to violate this fundamental principle, this Code or Trust policies or procedures or
could reasonably be expected to expose the Trust or any of us to legal problems, it is your duty to
notify the appropriate Trust authority. When questions arise relating to internal accounting
controls or other auditing or accounting matters, you also may talk with any Trustee. You also
may anonymously submit to a Trustee any concerns you have regarding questionable accounting
or auditing matters. All necessary contact information is set forth under the section of this Code
entitled "COMPLIANCE PROGRAM", under the heading "Reporting Procedures".
This Code will be vigorously enforced, and those who violate this Code will be subject to
disciplinary action.
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Do I have all of the facts? In order to reach the right solutions, you must be as fully
informed as possible.
•

What specifically am I being asked to do? This will enable you to focus on the
specific question that you face and the alternatives that you have.

•

Is this conduct legal?

•

Does this conduct comply with Trust policies and procedures?

•

Is this conduct fair or does it seem unethical or improper? Use your judgment and
common sense; if something seems wrong, it probably is.

•

What is my responsibility? In most situations, there is shared responsibility. Are
your colleagues informed? It may help to get others involved and discuss the
situation.
Did I ask for help from an appropriate source?
Did I discuss the problem with my supervisor? In many cases, your supervisor will
be more knowledgeable about the situation, and will appreciate being brought into the
decision-making process. Remember that it is the responsibility of your supervisor to
help solve problems.
Did I seek help from Trust resources? In cases where it may not be appropriate to
discuss a situation with your supervisor or where you do not feel comfortable
approaching your supervisor , use the other resources described below as a means for
raising your concerns.
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Alwavs ask first. act later. If you are unsure of what to do in any situation, seek
guidance before you act.
CONDUCT AS TRUSTEES , OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
As representatives of the Trust to the outside world, and regardless of the pressures
inherent in conducting business, each of us must endeavor to act responsibly and in a manner
that reflects favorably upon the Trust as a whole and us individually, and carry out our
assignments guided by the principles set forth in this Code and all Trust policies and procedures.
To help us meet our ethical obligations, the Trust will endeavor to maintain a workplace
environment that does not create pressures that would encourage any departure from the
principles and standards set forth in this Code; to provide educational materials (including this
Code) so that all of us are informed of the ethical, legal and other standards applicable to our
conduct; and to keep reports about suspected violations that are made in good faith confidential,
except where the law may require otherwise. Each of us must apply these principles to all phases
of the employment relationship, including hiring, training, development , compensation,
promotion, demotion, transfer, layoff, termination, and use of facilities.
Compliance with Law; Record -Keeping Requirements
Obeying the law, both in letter and in spirit, is the foundation on which the Trust's ethical
standards are built. All of us must respect and obey the law of the cities , counties and states in
which the Trust conducts business. Although employees are not expected to know the details of
the law, it is important to know enough to be able to determine when to seek advice from the
appropriate Trust authority. To comply with the law as well as maintain credibility with
investors, regulators and others, we must consistently prepare financial and other reports
accurately and fully and fairly disclose all pertinent information. To implement these standards:
•

Each of us must seek to ensure that Trust financial, accounting and other books,
reports and records accurately and fairly reflect the transactions of the Trust in
reasonable detail and in accordance with the law and the Trust's system of internal
controls.

•

The taking of any action to fraudulently influence, coerce, manipulate or mislead an
auditor during an audit for the purpose of rendering the financial statements
materially misleading is prohibited.
The execution of Trust transactions must only be undertaken in accordance with
management's general or specific authorizations and administrative and accounting
controls.
The taking of any action to circumvent the Trust's system of internal controls is
prohibited.
The authorization of payment knowing that any part of the payment will be used for
any purpose other than that described in documents supporting the payment is
prohibited. Of course if we incur legitimate expenses in connection with Trust

business, we will be reimbursed upon the filing of completed and accurately
documented expense reports.
•

The destruction, alteration or concealment of a document with the intent to impede
an investigation, or the tampering with or destruction of a document with the intent to
impair its availability in an official proceeding, is prohibited.
The establishment or maintenance of unrecorded or "off the books" funds or assets
for any purpose is prohibited.

Conflicts of Interest
A conflict of interest exists when the private interest of a Trustee, officer or employee, or
one of his or her family members (which term includes parents and children, brothers and sisters,
and parents and children of brothers and sisters, whether by birth, adoption or marriage), or an
enterprise or organization with which any of them is associated (collectively "related parties"),
could reasonably be expected to be adverse to or interfere with the interests of the Trust or the
objective and effective performance by the Trustee, officer or employee of his or her duties,
responsibilities or work for the Trust. A conflict of interest also exists when any Trustee, officer
or employee receives improper personal benefits as a result of his or her position with the Trust.
Examples of conflicts of interest include situations where an employee:
•

Accepts a gift (other than a de minimis gift permitted as described elsewhere herein)
from a current or potential competitor, supplier, lessee or customer.

•

Owns a substantial financial interest in or serves in a business capacity with another
enterprise which does or wishes to do business with, or is a competitor, supplier,
lessee or customer of, the Trust.

•

Serves as an intermediary for the benefit of a third party in transactions involving the
Trust.

•

Uses confidential information of the Trust for personal benefit.

•

Uses Trust funds or assets for personal benefit.

•

Simultaneously serves or works for or provides consulting services to a competitor.

Each of us must avoid, and must not permit our family members or enterprises or
organizations with which we or they are associated to have, a conflict of interest (or even the
appearance of a conflict of interest), unless first approved by the appropriate Trust authority. See
"AMENDMENTS, MODIFICATIONS AND WAIVERS". The best policy is to avoid any
direct or indirect business connection with competitors, suppliers, lessees or customers, except
on our behalf. Conflicts of interest may not always be obvious. Each of us has a duty to report
any actual or potential conflicts of interest to the appropriate Trust authority as soon as they are
recognized. See "COMPLIANCE PROGRAM - Reporting Procedures".
Fair Dealing
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Y.ich Trustee, officer and employee must endeavor to deal fairly and in good faith with
the Trust's coml^ctiiors_ suppliers , lcssccs, cListomers, equityholdcrs and employees . No Trustee,
officer or employ^:c shall take unfair ai k amt.ggc of anyone through manipulation , concealment,
abuse of privileged information, misreprescntation of material facts or any other unfair dealing
practices.
The Trust believes that the diversity of its employees is a tremendous asset, and will
endeavor to provide challenging, meaningful and rewarding opportunities for personal and
professional growth to all employees without regard to race, religion, color, national origin, age,
sex, physical or mental disability , or veteran status.
The Trust also will endeavor to provide a healthy and safe work environment that is
conducive to conducting business ; encourage us to follow safety and health rules and practices
and to report to the appropriate Trust authority all accidents , injuries, and unsafe equipment,
practices and conditions ; and provide a work environment that is not hostile or offensive and that
is free from illegal discrimination or intimidation or harassment of any person for any reason.
Harassment includes statements , gestures or actions that are offensive, unwanted , interfere with
job performance , or cause unnecessary discomfort, humiliation or harm to another. In this
environment, we must act with the utmost integrity and professional dignity; report to work in
condition to perform our duties, free from the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol; and adhere to
all laws and Trust policies and practices . Unacceptable behavior includes use of illegal drugs in
the workplace ; violence, threatening behavior, intimidation, harassment or insult of any form;
use of Trust provided email and Internet access for pornographic , harassing, abusive or offensive
purposes, or for personal purposes that are substantial ; and illegal discrimination and
intimidation or harassment of any person for any reason, including race , color, religion, gender,
national origin, age, sexual orientation , veteran status or disability.
Confidentiality and Proprietary Information
The Trust's ability to conduct its activities requires the efficient and proper use of Trust
assets and resources, including confidential and proprietary information. Those of us with
knowledge of or access to proprietary or confidential information must not disclose it to others,
except to those of us who need to know it and are informed of its confidential or proprietary
nature or as otherwise authorized by appropriate Trust authority, and must not use it for our own
personal benefit or the benefit of our related parties. These requirements apply even after we
cease to be employed by or associated with the Trust.
Confidential information includes information such as business strategies, potential
transactions, pending contracts, unannounced earnings, salary information, financial data, and
research results which have not been disclosed to the public as well as other non-public
information that might be of use to competitors or harmful to the Trust if disclosed, Confidential
information also includes information of others with whom the Trust has agreed to hold such
information in confidence. Proprietary information includes intellectual property such as trade
secrets, patents, trademarks and copyrights as well as business, marketing and service plans,
engineering and manufacturing ideas, designs, databases and records.
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Each of us must use tlicse assets according to Trust policies and procedures , comply with
security programs that help prey cnt their unauthoriicd Ilse or theft, and abide by laws and
contractual agreements governing their use. }ach ol`us owes a duty to the Trust to advance its
legitimate interests Nv hen the opportunit • to do so arises . In furtherance of these requirements:
Each of us must safeguard all passwords and identification codes to prevent
unauthorized access to Trust computerized data.
•

The reproduction of software licensed to or developed by the Trust for personal use is
prohibited.

•

We must not use Trust information, or our position with the Trust, for improper gain
by us or our related parties, or take for ourselves personally or our related parties
opportunities that are discovered through the use of Trust property or information
because of our position with the Trust.

•

Whenever we cease to be employed by or associated with the Trust for any reason,
we must not copy or take with us any Trust confidential or proprietary information
and we must provide the Trust with any passwords necessary to access computer
files.

•

Trust equipment must not be used for non-Trust activities, although limited,
incidental personal use may be permitted.

Privacy
The Trust will endeavor to respect the privacy of each of us; encourage employees to
have interests outside of the workplace; and not interfere in employees' personal lives off the job
(unless their conduct impairs their work performance or adversely affects the Trust). The Trust
will seek to maintain only those historical and current employee personnel and medical records
needed for business, legal or contractual purposes and restrict access and knowledge of the
contents of those records to those with a legitimate need to know. Every employee has the right
of access to his or her own personnel records upon request during normal business hours.
Corporate Opportunities
Employees, officers and Trustees are prohibited from taking for themselves personally
opportunities that properly belong to the Trust or are discovered through the use of Trust
property, information or position; using Trust property, information or position for personal gain;
and competing with the Trust. l^ mployees, officers and Trustees owe a duty to the Trust to
advance its legitimate interests hen the opportunity to do so arises.
Insider Trading
All non-public information about the Trust should be considered confidential
information. Confidential information that may be considered material by investors may be
disclosed to the public only by an authorized representative of the Trust. Until such disclosure,
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material information, often called "inside information," must be held in confidence. We must
not:

Disclose any inside information to any outside person or group until the information
has been released to the public.
Disclose inside information to any other employee except on a need to know basis.
Take any economic or personal advantage of any inside information, such as buying
or selling stock or other securities of the Trust or of any other company to which the
inside information may pertain.
•

Use non-public information for personal financial benefit or to "tip" others who might
make an investment decision on the basis of inside information.

CONDUCT WITH THIRD PARTIES
The Trust will endeavor to obtain competitive advantages through superior performance,
and never through unethical or illegal business practices. Prohibited unethical or illegal business
practices include bribes, kickbacks and every other form of improper payment, direct or indirect,
to any representative of any government in order to obtain a contract, commercial benefit or
government action; acceptance of any such payment from anyone; taking unfair advantage of
anyone through manipulation, concealment, abuse of privileged information, misrepresentation
of material facts or any other intentional unfair-dealing practice; and theft of proprietary
information, possession of trade secrets obtained without the owner's consent, or inducement of
disclosure of any of such information or secrets by past or present employees of other
companies. The purpose of business entertainment in a commercial setting is to create good will
and sound working relationships, not to gain unfair advantage. Thus, reasonable business
entertainment is permitted, so long as what is offered does not violate any law; is consistent with
usual and customary business practices; cannot be construed as a bribe or a payoff, is not
excessive in value; is not a cash gift; and will not embarrass the Trust or any of us if disclosed
publicly.
Political Contributions and Payments
Use of Trust funds to make direct or indirect contributions in support of any party or
candidate in any election on the international, federal, state or local level is prohibited unless first
approved by the Trustees as described in this paragraph. To the extent lawful and first approved
by the Trustees, the Trust may contribute (up to a maximum of $10,000) to an occasional local
initiative or referendum campaign where the Trust's inter-csts are directly involved. As interested
citizens, each of us is free to make individual personal coi,,n ibutions to parties and candidates of
our own choice.
The direct or indirect offer, promise, delivery, transfer, payment, contribution or gift of
anything of value (including business gratuities and favors) to international governmental
officials or international political candidates in order to obtain or retain business is prohibited.
Illegal payments of any kind to governmental officials of any country are prohibited. In addition
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to the precedin, prohibitions, the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and other U.S. and
intk:niational 1,m,, contain similar prohibitions. A violation of those prohibitions is, in many
cases, a crime.

Anti-Bribery Latins
In furtherance of obligations to comply with applicable law, including anti-bribery law,
the use of Trust funds or assets for any unlawful purpose or to influence others through bribes,
and the use of rewards, gifts or favors bestowed or promised with the view of perverting the
judgment or corrupting the conduct of a person in a position of trust, are prohibited. To the
extent not unlawful, the following activities are allowed:
Offering or accepting properly recorded business meals, entertainment or token gifts
intended and understood as simple courtesies meant to foster understanding and
communication with public officials.
•

Token tips or minor payments to governmental or institutional personnel that simply
facilitate service; are traditional in the country or locality; are nominal in amount; do
not involve a perversion of judgment or corruption of conduct; and are properly
recorded.

Token payments meet this test only if, through the generation of goodwill, and not by any
other means, they encourage timely performance of an act which the recipient already has a duty
to perform because of some legal or job responsibility.
Acceptance of Gifts
The acceptance of gifts of any kind is prohibited, except for items of nominal value ($25
or less); unsolicited promotional materials of a general advertising nature, such as imprinted
pencils, memo pads and calendars; and presentations of a ceremonial nature in keeping with
custom, or an occasional meal, promotional event or entertainment in the normal course of
business relations, so long as what is accepted is not in violation of any law; is consistent with
usual and customary business practices; cannot be construed as a bribe or a payoff, is not
excessive in value; is not a cash gift; and will not embarrass the Trust or any of us if disclosed
publicly.
Outside Consultants , Representatives and Agents
When the Trust engages a consultant, representative or agent, special consideration must
be given to avoiding conflicts of interest between the Trust and the consultant, representative or
agent. Consultants, representatives and agents of the Trust must not act on the Trust's behalf in
any manner that is inconsistent with this Code, Trust policies or procedures or applicable laws.
Employment of Family Members
For reasons of supervision, safety, security and morale, neither the spouse of an employee
nor another immediate family member of an employee or his or her spouse may be employed
under the direct supervision of the employee. Employees who marry or who become related by
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marriage and who work in a direct supervisory relationship will become subject to the same
prohibition, subject to a r: asonable transition period to be established by the supervisor for both
of them. If concerns r^^^arding supervision, sai`cty, security or morale arise with respect to
employees who are or become married, regardlc^s of whether they work in a direct supervisory
relationship, the Trust will attempt to reassign one or both of them to available positions for
which they are qualified in order to eliminate the concern. If no such positions are available, one
of the employees may be asked to leave the Trust.
Memberships
Trust memberships, and memberships paid by the Trust, should only be used to serve
legitimate business needs. They are appropriate only in organizations whose objectives and
activities are lawful and ethical and fit within the framework of broadly accepted social values.
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
The Audit Committee
The Audit Committee of the Trustees is comprised of the Trust's Trustees whose role is
equivalent to that of "outside directors". The Audit Committee has direct oversight
responsibility with respect to the adoption, improvement and implementation of this Code, and
its duties include;
•

Distributing and periodically updating this Code.

•

Educating employees about their responsibilities under this Code.

•

Establishing and periodically updating procedures for reporting violations and
responding to suggested changes and inquiries.

•

Identifying persons who will have the responsibility for ongoing compliance training
for employees (and monitoring the training conducted by such persons).

The Audit Committee has established procedures for the confidential anonymous
submission of reports of actual or potential violations of this Code or other Trust policies or
procedures, including submission by employees of concerns regarding questionable accounting
matters, and confidential anonymous submission of suggested changes to this Code or other
Trust policies or procedures. Those procedures are described below.
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Employees
All emlifo} ccs of the Trust must certify annually that they have read and understand, and
have personally complied with, this Code, maintain a workplace environment that complies with
this Code; will use diligence and discretion, and consider such employee's ethics and integrity,
before appointing any employee to any position of authority and responsibility; and know of no
violations of the Code (or have described any known violations). All of us must comply with the
letter and spirit of this Code and Trust policies and procedures, and must promptly communicate
to the appropriate Trust authority any suspected violations.
Reporting Procedures
All actual or potential violations of laws, this Code or Trust policies or procedures may
be reported to any one or more of the following members of the Audit Committee:
Maurice Meyer III, John R. Norris III, or James K. Norwood
Texas Pacific Land Trust
1700 Pacific Avenue, Suite 2770
Dallas , Texas 75201
(214) 969-5530 (phone)
(214) 871-7139 (fax)
In the alternative, you may make any report to the attorneys for the Trust addressed to the
Trustees:
c/o Kelley Drye & Warren, LLP
101 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10178
Attn: David E. Barry
(212) 808-7618 (phone)
(212) 808-7897 (fax)
Investigations and Employee Protection
The Audit Committee will investigate all reports of actual or potential violations. No
Trustee, officer, employee, contractor, subcontractor or agent of the Trust shall discharge,
demote, suspend, threaten, harass or in any other manner discriminate against an employee in the
terms and conditions of employment because of any lawful act done by the employee:
To provide information, cause information to be provided or otherwise assist in an
investigation regarding any conduct which the employee reasonably believes
constitutes a violation of law, or any provision of law relating to fraud against
equityholders, when the information or assistance is provided to or the investigation
is conducted by (i) a regulatory or law enforcement agency, (ii) any member or
committee of Congress or (iii) a person with supervisory authority over the employee
(or such other person working for the Trust who has the authority to investigate,
discover or terminate misconduct).
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To file, cause to be filed, testify, participate in or otherwise assist in a proceeding
filed or about to be filed (with any knowledge of the Trust) relating thereto.
To report in good faith any actual or potential violation of this Code or Trust policies
or procedures.
In addition, retaliation for reports of actual or potential misconduct made in good faith is
prohibited. Among other things, U.S. and other laws protect against retaliation against persons
who provide information to (or otherwise assist in) investigations by their supervisors or the
federal government as to possible securities law violations or fraud. Employees are expected to
cooperate in internal investigations of misconduct.
Disciplinary Action
Violation of this Code will lead to disciplinary action. Discipline could include:
•

Forfeiture (including a requirement to return or pay over to the Trust) of previously
paid bonus or incentive compensation (or non-receipt of or exclusion from future
salary or wage increases or future awards of bonus or incentive compensation).

•

Elimination of or reduction in duties, responsibilities and authority, and concomitant
reduction in salary or wages.

•

Receipt of a letter of reprimand or censure, with a copy filed in the personnel file.

•

Reimbursement of the Trust and third parties for all losses, damages, expenses or
penalties incurred by the Trust or third parties.

•

Suspension or termination of employment.

•

Any other action that the Trust deems necessary or appropriate (which may include
commencement of a lawsuit or other proceeding to recover damages or enjoin acts or
omissions, or referral of any matter to governmental or regulatory authorities).

Discipline may also be imposed in situations that violate the spirit of this Code but that
are not specifically addressed in this Code or any Trust policy or procedure.
AMENDMENTS, MODIFICATIONS AND WAIVERS
This Code may be amended, modified or waived by the Trustees. Each such change or
waiver will be promptly disclosed as required by law or stock exchange rules. Specifically, and
without limitation of any other required disclosure, any waiver for a Trustee or executive officer
will be disclosed to the Trust's equityholders within four (4) business days of such determination
by distributing a press release, providing website disclosure, or by filing a current report a Form
8-K with the SEC.
DISCLAIMER
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This Code covers a wide range of business activities and is supplemented by Trust
policies and procedures covering specific functions and activities. Of course, neither this Code
nor those policies and procedures cover every situation that may arise. Accordingly, this
procedure first sets forth an analytic framework for applying these principles and standards, and
then sets forth such practical applications.
DISSEMINATION
The Trust will cause this Code to be made available on or through the Trust's website and
include in the Trust's annual proxy statement, or if it does not file an annual proxy statement in
its annual report on Form 10-K, a disclosure that this Code is available on or through the Trust's
website, which disclosure shall include the website address, and will otherwise comply with all
disclosure, filing and posting requirements relating to this Code.
This Code also should be provided to our agents, representatives and consultants, and
they should be asked to follow the principles and standards set out herein.
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